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Abstract
The ASME Baja car is a student built radio controlled car, which will compete with other
schools in a variety races. The drivetrain aspect of the car must smoothly transfer power from
the motor to the rear wheels of the car. The drivetrain must be designed in collaboration with the
other team member’s suspension system to avoid interference. The majority of the parts in the
drivetrain are purchased parts intended for various applications. These parts were chosen based
on their proximity to the optimal calculated values. Power flows from the electric motor through
a single gear reduction, then through a single timing belt drive reduction, next through a
differential, then through universal joint axles and finally to the rear wheels. The gear reduction
was chosen for gears ability to provide low reduction ratios and high torque capacity. The
timing belt drive was chosen for the ability to absorb impact due to their elasticity this helps to
maintain smooth power delivery. The differential is used to allow the drive wheels to rotate at
different speeds through corners, this further increases smoothness of power delivery as well as
improving driver control. Universal joint axles were chosen for their ability to transfer power
from a stationary point (differential) to an oscillating point (wheel hub). This drivetrain design
allows smooth and controllable power delivery, however, the weight of the rotating components
take enough power to reduce the top speed of the car out of the target range.

Introduction
Motivation
Cars of any kind have been an integral part of society for over one hundred years now.
The automotive industry provides a rich environment for optimization and creativity in
mechanical design. While not all principals of automotive design can be scaled down, there are
still many similarities between R/C cars and their larger counterparts. Applying knowledge of
car design and principals of mechanical engineering to the R/C Baja car will be a challenging
and rewarding project.

Function Statement
A system to deliver power from a motor to the rear wheels is needed on the R/C Baja car.

Requirements
The goal of this design is to produce a strong, efficient and simple drivetrain to propel the
R/C Baja car at high speeds. This means that the drivetrain will provide torque to the rear
wheels of the car even under the most extreme conditions. Quantifiable requirements include:
• Drivetrain must allow the car to reach a speed of no less than 30mph
• Motor temperature must stay under 160 degrees F when held at half throttle for as long as
a fully charged 5200mah LiPo battery lasts.
• Total cost must be under $200 not including any electronic components.
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•
•
•
•

Must comply with all ASME and ROAR vehicle requirements.
Drivetrain must be able to resist 24 in-lbs of static torque with the wheels held fixed for
24hours
Drivetrain must not exceed a height of 2.5in from the top of the chassis.
Differential must withstand the heat and stress of half throttle operation while holding
alternating drive wheels still for 5sec at a time, for 1min.

Engineering Merit
Since this project requires a certain top speed and torque holding, the design of the
drivetrain system will need to optimize components for efficient power transmission at specific
torque and rpm values. Other calculations include rpm and torque of various components, as
well as stresses in these components.

Scope of effort
In this build two people are dividing the design and building duties into suspension and
drivetrain. This build is also using many previously designed components. Therefore, this
project will be able to be ready for competition in march.

Success Criteria
A successful design will need to finish the race first. This means that the drivetrain must
continue to deliver power to the wheels throughout the duration of the race. This car will also be
competing against others and will need to place in the top 5 for the sprint, slalom, and baja
events.

Success scenario:
The car passes all testing and or places in the top 5 at the competition.
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Design and Analyses
Approach: Proposed Solution
The power from the motor will be transmitted from an electric motor to the rear wheels
via constant mesh spur gear train, and a synchronous belt drive reduction for an overall reduction
of 12 to 1. From the reduction, an open differential will be designed to allow use of pre-existing
side and spider gears. This system will function as a single assembly that will be held together
by a 3d printed support structure.

Design Description (picture, sketch, rendering)
Starting from the motor, the steel pinion gear will be attached to the motor output shaft
via set screw as is standard in R/C design. This pinion will then mesh with an idler gear which
will be in mesh with a plastic composite spur gear that is flange mounted to a 1/4in diameter
steel shaft. A timing belt pulley will be fitted to the shaft via set screw between two roller
bearings. The differential will be mounted allowing a center to center distance of 1.528in to the
timing belt pulley. A 15mm wide 3mm GT pitch neoprene fiberglass timing belt will transfer
power from the timing belt pulley to the differential housing which has 3mm GT pitch grooves
around its perimeter. The differential will be mounted with roller bearings and a bearing cap, that
fastens it to the support structure. On the outside of the roller bearings the axle shafts will be
attached to universal jointed two-piece drive shafts that allow axial articulation so that they will
not interfere with suspension travel.

Benchmark
The benchmarks used will be two store bought high performance R/C cars. The
drivetrain components will be tested for the same requirements as the drivetrain being designed.
The first car is an HPI RS4 this car will be tested for top speed using the same motor that the
Baja car will use. This will isolate the gear ratio and efficiency of the drivetrain. The other car
is of unknown origin and will be tested for static torque holding.

Performance Predictions
Calculations made in figure 13 show that the vehicle will reach a top speed of 37.46
MPH. the drivetrain’s weakest link is the timing belt pulley which is calculated to hold up to
42in-lbs of torque before tooth jump occurs and is rated for 22.67in-lbs of torque an average of
these values gives a predicted 32in-lbs of static torque holding capability.

Description of Analyses
Since the motor being used was already decided, the logical starting point for analysis of
a drivetrain is the find the power and torque produced by the motor. figure 9 shows these
calculations. The chronology of the next few calculations is not as straight forward. Parameters
such as gear pitch, belt pitch, final drive ratio (FDR), and gear and pulley teeth numbers must all
be decided simultaneously in order to ensure size, top speed, and static torque holding are all
kept within range. Figure 10 shows the decisions for gear/pulley arrangement as well as the
number of teeth/grooves on each, except the idler gear. Figure 11 determines the idler gear size
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needed to maintain clearance between the timing belt pulley and the motor. Figure 12 calculates
a design torque for the belt drive system based on previously decided values. Next figure 17
proves that the previously decided values for the belt design will meet the required torque
holding. Even though the rated torque value was determined to be just under the required static
torque holding value, the tooth jump will not occur until almost double the required static torque.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the static torque holding will be well above the requirement.
Figure 13 proves that the previous values for FDR will be sufficient to provide the required top
speed of 30mph. Figure 14 proves that the drive shaft angle in the horizontal plane of the vehicle
will stay within the allowable limit for u joint drive shafts. Figures 15 and 16 show clearance
calculations for the bevels gears inside the diff and the spurs gears respectively.

Scope of Testing and Evaluation
In order to test the requirements of static torque holding a slender rod of uniform mass
will be attached to the pinion gear of the motor in order to test exact torque holding. The top
speed can be tested by installing a GPS on the vehicle. Additionally, the drivetrain must not
allow the motor to overheat, a laser thermometer will be used to measure the motor temp at half
throttle for the entire length of one battery charge. The assembled drivetrain must also maintain
full functionality after being dropped onto concrete from a height of 2 feet. The motor will not be
installed during this test. Finally, the differential must maintain full functionality after holding
alternating drive wheels still for 5sec at a time for 1min, at half throttle operation speed.

Analyses
Design Issues
1. Making sure that the differential housing can be manufactured and assembled,
while still staying small.
2. Attaching the spur gear and timing belt pulley to the shaft while still being able to
hold static torque.
3. reducing number of components in the drivetrain while still maintaining top speed
and torque holding capabilities.
4. determining how much static torque a belt drive system will hold.

Calculated Parameters
Using the specifications of the motor and the voltage of the battery it was calculated that
the maximum speed of the motor is 38160rpm. A tire diameter of 4.1in and an assumed 0.3in of
tire ballooning with a gear ratio of 12:1 the max speed was calculated to be 37.46mph. tire
ballooning is a term that describes the radial deformation of a soft rubber tire at high speed. This
number must be assumed because an accurate number would require the total vehicle weight
which is not known at this time.
Static torque holding was the most difficult parameter to determine. First the rated torque
was determined from the calculation for the number of grooves in the timing belt pulley in figure
10, and the shaft speed calculated in figure 17. Table 41 in figure 7 was then used to determine
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that the rated torque for the belt drive system is 22.67in-lbs shown in figure 17. Next the torque
required for tooth jump to occur was determined to be 42in-lbs from figure 1. Since both of
these torque values assume that the belt drive system is in motion they do not accurately
represent the static torque holding, however, it can be seen in Table 41 of figure 7 that as rpm
decreases the rated torque increases. All the way to about 60in-lbs at 10rpm. This makes the
tooth jump torque the lower value. So it can be determined that the belt drive system will hold
up to 42in-lbs of static torque.

Best Practices
The weakest point in the drivetrain in the belt drive system, therefore it was designed
with a safety factor of greater than 2 for static torque holding and a safety factor of 3.74 for rated
torque.

Device: Parts, Shapes and Conformation
The support material for the drivetrain will be 3D printed and its form will be largely
artistic to give the drivetrain some aesthetic value. The material will have a minimum thickness
of 0.125in. The design will also need to keep the overall height within the required 2.5in from
the top of the chassis. The most innovative part of this design is that the support structure will
not bolt to the chassis, instead it will be located in the horizontal plane by the aluminum
suspension structures and then clamped to the chassis using a sheet metal clamp that bolts itself
to the chassis. This will allow rapid removal of the entire drivetrain assembly for any needed
repair work.

Device Assembly, Attachments
The drivetrain assembly must mount to an aluminum chassis and must not interfere with
suspension components and their travel.

Tolerances, Kinematics, Ergonomics, etc.
Tolerances in the drivetrain must be tight in order to ensure parallelism between gear
faces. This will ensure that the entire face width of the gears is utilized and that no axial thrust is
generated. Parallelism tolerance will be plus or minus .005in. all tolerances will ultimately be
produced by the hole locations of the 3d printed parts. In order to keep these tolerances tight, all
hole will be printed smaller than needed, they will then be bored to final size using a drill press.
This will ensure the tightest tolerances possible.

Technical Risk Analysis, Failure Mode Analyses, Safety
Factors, Operation limits
The biggest risk in the project is the differential manufacturing, as one small error could
ruin the whole part and the process would then need to be repeated. 3d printing will be greatly
beneficial in this regard since any errors can be rapidly corrected and the part can be reprinted.
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The weakest point in the drivetrain in the belt drive system, therefore it was designed with a
safety factor of greater than 2 for static torque holding and a safety factor of 3.74 for rated
torque. These safety factors will ensure that the device will not fail under normal operation,
however, the nature of a race car is not normal operation, therefore the drop testing and
differential testing will simulate extreme operation limits.

Methods and Construction
Construction
Description
The drivetrain of the R/C baja car will use both bulk manufactured parts and parts made
here at CWU. All parts made at CWU will be 3D printed out of ABS plastic. Bulk items include
shafts gears pulleys and belts.

Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
Figure 3 in appendix B shows the first half of the differential case that will be 3d printed.

Parts list and labels
Aftermarket parts
1. (2x) roller bearing with inner diameter of 0.25” and face width of under 0.25”
2. (2x) skateboard bearings with inner diameter of 8mm and face width of 7mm
3. (1x) steel shaft .25” diameter 3.0” long
4. (1x) 32 groove 3mm GT timing belt pulley for 15mm belt width
5. (1x) 40 groove 3mm GT timing belt pulley for 15mm belt width
6. (4x) fasteners for holding two halves of diff. together.
7. (1x) 63 groove 3mm GT timing belt at 15mm wide
8. (4x) 4.1” diameter R/C buggy tires
9. (4x) fasteners for bearing cap for diff.
10. (2x) fastener to hold powertrain clamp down
11. (1x) 22 tooth 48 pitch spur gear
Parts made in house
12. (1x) Diff carrier 1
13. (1x) Diff carrier 2
14. (1x) Diff housing
15. (2x) Diff side housing
16. (1x) Motor support structure
17. (1x) Diff support structure
18. (1x) Diff bearing cap
19. (1x) Drivetrain clamp
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Manufacturing issues
3D printed parts have the advantage of the ability to fit to any design shape, however
their strength is the weak point. Deciding a minimum thickness value of 0.125in for all 3d
printed parts (except the differential internals) is important to maintain strength in the design.
Another issue is achieving the proper fit of the bevel gear internal of the differential. Clearance
was calculated in figure 15 however it is still exceedingly difficult to determine the exact
dimensions for the diff internal supports. This was ultimately solved by modifying the design to
allow bronze bushings to set the clearance. The length of these bushings was shortened until the
gear clearance was within spec.

Discussion of assembly, sub-assemblies, parts, drawings (examples)
Two major assemblies make up the drivetrain the first is the differential which is then
held by the support structure and the diff bearing cap.

Testing Method
Introduction
Testing of the R/C Baja cars drivetrain will be done by first testing the engine temp using
a laser thermometer to ensure that the motor will not overheat during any other tests. Next the
top speed will be tested on a flat smooth surface using a gps installed in the vehicle. Next static
torque holding will be tested by attaching a slender rod the pinion gear. The next test will be the
diff testing where alternating rear wheels will be held for 5sec at a time for 1min at half throttle
operation speed. The final test will be the drop test where the drivetrain assembly will be
dropped onto concrete in any orientation from a height of 2 feet.

Method/Approach
All of the testing done requires minimal setup and equipment except the torque test.
Equipment needed for the testing includes; a laser thermometer and a gps.
The torque test will need to use an aluminum shaft whose length and diameter are
determined in figure 18. This will allow the center of mass of the rod to act at a horizontal
distance away from the center of the pinion gear giving a force times a distance of 24in-lbs. this
test will then be left for 24 hours while periodically checking for any movement of the aluminum
shaft.

Test Procedure
Motor temp test
1. Support vehicle so that the rear wheels are suspended.
2. Install fully charged battery and turn on remote and receiver.
3. Slowly trim throttle up to half power.
4. Use laser thermometer to measure temp of the motor case (make sure to sweep all
exposed areas of the case to find any heat concentrations that may cause
damaging temp spikes)
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5. Stop test immediately if temp rises over 160F at any point on the motor case
6. Allow test to run until battery power begins to fade.
Top speed test
1. Install gps to the vehicle making sure that it is not near the motor or steering
components.
2. Use suitable vacant parking lot to take 3 battery charges worth of top speed runs
3. Record the highest speed achieved for each battery (this will test which battery is
the strongest)
4. Record the top speed overall as the test result.
Static torque holding
1. Attach vehicle to table with both rear wheels held from rotating.
2. Attach aluminum shaft to pinion gear of motor use level to make sure that the rod
is perfectly horizontal.
3. Let sit for 24 hours
4. If rod is in the same angular position after 24 hours the test is passed.
Diff test
1. Support vehicle so that the rear wheels are suspended.
2. Install fully charged battery and turn on remote and receiver.
3. Slowly trim throttle up to half power.
4. While wearing gloves, steadily apply pressure to the side of one of the rear wheels
so that it stops rotating within 2sec.
5. Hold wheel for 5sec after it has stopped rotating then release the wheel.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 while alternating between the two rear wheels for 60 secs.
7. Verify that the diff still allows full steering lock turns on pavement at minimum
speed without wheel slip.

Deliverables
Top speed and Max torque holding numbers will be compared to predicted numbers.
Redesigns will be made if any test is failed until a design that satisfies all 5 tests is achieved.
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Budget/Schedule/Project Management
Proposed Budget
Discuss part suppliers, substantive costs and sequence or buying issues
All parts of the drivetrain will have at least 1 duplicate so that the car can be rebuilt after
testing to failure. All purchased components will be bought from SDP-SI.com except for
fasteners. Total cost from SDP-Si.com will be about $100

Determine labor or outsourcing rates & estimate costs
The 3D printer costs $6 per cubic inch of material used. No more than $50 will be spent
on 3D printing.

Labor
Since there are no outsourced parts the total labor will only be the time taken for
manufacturing of the drivetrain.

Estimate total project cost
Total cost should be $150

Funding source(s)
No funding has been sourced

Proposed schedule
Estimate total project time
If 10hr per week is spent on the project and the project takes 25 weeks total time should
be 250hr.

Gantt Chart
Time taken Per Task
8
7

Hours

6
5
4

Estimated

3

Actual

2
1
0

A1 C1 C2 B2 E1

F2

E4 D2 F4

E7 B3 C4 E8

Task Number

F7 D3 F9 G2 G3 G5 C6
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A1
B1
C1
D1
C2
F1
B2
C3
E1
E2
F2
E3
E4
F3
D2
E5
F4
E6
E7
F5
B3
B4
C4
C5
E8
F6
F7
E9
D3
F8
F9
G1
G2
E10
G3
G4
G5
B5
C6
F10

proposal
verify calculations and 3D printed part dimensions
diff carriers 1 and 2 printed
parts ordered
support structure 3d printed
flaws in diff carriers measured
modifications made to diff carriers
reprint diff carriers
hog out center of diff housing 1
turn down OD of diff carrier 1 to prep for press fit
press diff carrier 1 onto diff housing 1
turn diff side gear bushings
turn diff housing 2 (two parts nedded)
mock assembly of diff (layout for bolt holes)
purchase hardware needed fo diff, bearing cap, and gear
hub
drill bolt holes through diff carrier 1 and housing 2
assemble diff and check function
turn gear hub
drill holes in gear hub
mount spur gear to gear hub and shaft
flaws in support structure analysed and redrawn
diff bearing cap model updated to match support structure
model
support structure reprinted
diff bearing cap 3d printed
drill holes in diff bearing cap and support structure
assemble drivetrain and check function
fine tune drivtrain assembly
construct drivetrain clamp
pruchase hardware for drivetrain clamp
install drivetrain on chassis
verify fitment with suspension components
aquire lazer thermometer and test motor temp
preform top speed test
build alluminum rod for static torque holding test
preform static torque holding test
preform diff test
final redraw of 3D printed parts
make duplicate of all 3D printed parts
final rebuild of assembly
drivetrain ready for competition
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Project Management
Human Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roger Beardsley
Charles Pringle
Craig Johnson
Aidan Pringle
Tedman Bramble
Matt Burvee

Physical Resources: Machines, Processes, etc.
•
•
•

3D printer in Houge hall
Drill press in Hougue hall
Sheet metal tools in Houge hall

Soft Resources: Software, Web support, etc.
•
•
•

SDP-SI.com
file.lasersaur.com/docs-thirdparty/The_World_of_Timing_Belts.pdf
Machine elements in mechanical design by Robert l. Mott

Financial Resources: Sponsors, Grants, Donations
Since this is a low cost project if will be self-funded.
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Discussion
Design Evolution / Performance Creep
From the original concept the design was a single gear reduction paired with a belt drive
reduction. This design would have been simpler, however, it was not calculated to be able to
withstand the amount of torque produced by the motor. Another issue was that the shaft speed
was too high for the timing belt. After searching for a way to calculate belt torque capacity, a
resource was found that proved that MXL pitch belts are far inferior to 3mm GT for high torque
and speed applications. From equations and charts found in this new resource it became
necessary to reduce the shaft speed and increase the size of the timing belt pulley. This was
accomplished by reducing the pinion gear size down to 15 teeth and increasing the gear size to
96 teeth this dropped the shaft speed down to 2658 RPM and allowed for a much bigger timing
belt pulley while still achieving a similar final drive reduction.

Project Risk analysis
The biggest cost on this project is the tires at $70, however, all other expenses are very
low. This makes the overall financial risk very low. The whole project is also very portable,
making build and repair work faster and cheaper. The only substantial risk involved in the
project is it durability. At the end of the day this is a race car and will most definitely be
subjected to extreme forces. Strong components and the ability for rapid replacement of broken
components are the only defenses against these forces inherent to a racing environment.

Successful
To finish first, one must first finish. (Roger Beardsley)
The Scarab Took First place at the 2017 ASME conference.

Conclusion
Restate your design title and its complete design readiness.
The proposed drivetrain for the ASME Baja car has been optimized to meet and exceed
all requirements determined by the nature of the challenge and those of the chosen motor. The
system will prove to be strong, fast, compact, and cheap to produce. Most importantly however
is its ability to function as a fully separate module that can be removed from the vehicle by
simply loosening two screws and lifting it off the chassis.

Restate your important analyses and how this contributes to
success.
Analysis was focused on top speed and static torque holding. It would have been simple
to design the drivetrain to do one or the other, but combining the two has proved difficult. These
two parameters must be designed simultaneously as well in order to make sure that the vehicle
will function without fail.
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Success was largely achieved due to the speed of the vehicle. Speed of the vehicle was
dependent on the drivetrain holding together. Therefore this analysis was essential to the
vehicle’s success.

Restate your design predicted performance vs actual
performance, with respect to your requirements. Use bullets if
appropriate.
•
•

Top speed 37.67mph
Max static torque holding 23in-lbs
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Figure 1: Reference 1 T-8
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Figure 2: Reference 1 T-11
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Figure 3: Reference 1 T-16
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Figure 4: Reference 1 T-47
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Figure 5: Reference 1 T-48
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Figure 6: Reference 1 Fig. 41
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Figure 7: Reference 1 Table 41
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Figure 8: Reference 2 Center distance design
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Appendix A Analysis

Figure 9: A1
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Figure 10: A2
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Figure 11: A3
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Figure 12: A4
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Figure 13: A5
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Figure 14: A6
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Figure 15: A7
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Figure 16: A8
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Figure 17 A9
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Appendix B – Drawings (each drawing has an ID and
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Figure 18
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
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Figure 24
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Figure 25
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Appendix C – Parts List
1. (2x) R4A-2RS Bearing 1/4"x3/4"x9/32" inch Sealed Miniature
http://www.vxb.com/R4A-2RS-1-4-x3-4-x9-32-inch-Sealed-Miniature-p/kit7939.htm

2. (2x) size 608 Bones reds skateboard bearings #BSACBR88

3. (1x) 0.24970" (+.000/-.0002) Dia., 3" Long, 416 Stainless Steel Shaft http://shop.sdpsi.com/catalog/product/?id=S40PX0-HG4-024

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(1x) 20 groove 3mm GT timing belt pulley for 9mm belt width
(1x) 40 groove 3mm GT timing belt pulley for 9mm belt width
(4x) fasteners for holding diff. together.
(1x) 63 groove 3mm GT timing belt at 9mm wide
(4x) PRO-LINE 30 Series Gladiator 2.8 w/F-11 Nitro Rear Wheels Black RC Car
#10102-11

9. (4x) 0-80 fasteners for bearing cap for diff.
10. (2x) fastener to hold powertrain clamp down
11. (1x) Redcat Racing 11152 48 pitch 15 tooth spur gear
https://redcatracing.toys/?product=redcat-racing-11152-brass-pinion-gear-22t-6module
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12. (1x) .08” diameter .5” long shaft
13. (1x) .08” inner diameter ball bearing
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Appendix D – Budget
Part

Cost ($)

(1x) Atomik Red 540 6.5T 5300kv brushless motor

0.00

(1x) 3D printed support structure

36.36

(1x) 63 groove 9mm wide 3mm gt2 timing belt

8.21

(1x) HPI racing 48 pitch 96 tooth spur

0.00

(1x) Redcat Racing 48 pitch 15 tooth pinion gear

4.58

(1x) custom 6061 aluminum gear to shaft mounting
flange
(1x) 0.24970" Dia. 3" Long, 416 Stainless Steel Shaft

0.00

(1x) 20 groove 9mm wide 3mm gt2 timing belt pulley

12.57

(2x) R4A-2RS Bearing 1/4"x3/4"x9/32" inch sealed

13.95

(1x) custom steel collar and set screw

0.00

(2x) differential side housing

0.00

(2x) size 608 Bones reds skateboard bearings

0.00

(4x) number 4 nuts for differential

0.00

(2x) threaded drive shaft pin

0.00

(1x) differential cap

15.37

(2x) Traxxas splined U-joint driveshaft

0.00

(1x) 40 groove 3 mm GT2 Pitch timing pulley

10.10

(1x) Differential carrier 1

6.34

(1x) Differential carrier 2

4.78

(2x) Bronze bushing

0.00

(1x) Side and spider gear set

0.00

Shipping and handling charges

25.52

Total

143.52

5.74
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Appendix E – Schedule

drivetrain ready for competition
final rebuild of assembly
make duplicate of all 3D printed parts
final redraw of 3D printed parts
begin testing
begin construction of test equipment
construct drivetrain clamp
assemble drivetrain
drill holes in 3D printed parts
Reprint Failed parts
failed 3D prints modified
Gear hub 3D printed
diff bearing cap 3d printed
support structure 3d printed
parts ordered
diff 3D printed
redraw 3D printed parts
proposal
12/1/2016 12/21/2016 1/10/2017 1/30/2017 2/19/2017 3/11/2017 3/31/2017 4/20/2017
Figure 26 Gantt chart
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PROJECT TITLE: ASME Baja Car Drivetrain
Principal Investigator.: Walter Lackey
TASK:Description
ID
1

2

3

Proposal*
1a Outline
1b Intro
1c Methods
1d Analysis
1e Discussion
1f Parts and Budget
1g Drawings
1h Schedule
1i Summary & Appx

Analyses
2a engine power and torque
2b gear pitch and size
2c belt pitch and size
2d torque holding

Documentation
3a diff housing 1
3b diff housing 2
3c support structure
3d diff bearing cap
3e gear hub
3f drivetrain clamp

Duration
Est. ActuaNovember Dec January February March
(hrs) (hrs)

0.3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
4
subtotal: 19.3

subtotal:

1
3
1
10
3
4
1
2
25

1 0.5
5 10
5 10
1 2
12 22.5

2 4
2 4
2 10
2 2
1 0.5
2 1

April

May

June
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3g diff assembly
3h drivetrain assembly
3i screw and gear representation drawings
3j hand drawings
3k Kinematic Check
3l ANSIY14.5 Compl
3m Make Object Files
subtotal:
4

7

9

1
1
0.5
5
0.5
0.5
0.5
20

0.5
0.5
0.5
3
0.5
0.5
0.5
27.5

subtotal:

1
1
1
3

1
3
1
5

Part Construction
7a Order belt, gears, shaft, bearings
7b print diff housing 1 and 2
7c print gear hub and diff bearing cap
7d print support structure
7e make drivetrain clamp
subtotal:

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
3
4.2

0

4
4
20
0.5
4
subtotal: 32.5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Proposal Mods
4a Project Schedule
4b Project Part Inventory
4c Crit Des Review*

Device Construct
9a Assemble diff.
9b assemble shaft
9c assemble drivetrain
9e Take Device Pictures
9f Update Website
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10 Device Evaluation
10a List Parameters
10b Design Test&Scope
10c Obtain resources
10d Make test sheets
10e Plan analyses
10f determine parameters
10g Test Plan*
10h Perform Evaluation
10i Take Testing Pics
10h Update Website

11 495 Deliverables
11a Get Report Guide
11b Make Rep Outline
11c Write Report
11d Make Slide Outline
11e Create Presentation
11f Make CD Deliv. List
11e Write 495 CD parts
11f Update Website
11g Project CD*

Total Est. Hours=
Labor$
Note: Deliverables*
Draft Proposal
Analyses Mod
Document Mods
Final Proposal
Part Construction
Device Construct
Device Evaluation
495 Deliverables

1
5
1
1
30
15
5
2
2
2
64

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.3
0.5
4
4
4
4
99
99
99
subtotal: 313.8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

subtotal:

468.8
100 46880

80 =Total Actual Hrs
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Appendix F - Expertise and Resources
Ted Bramble
Matt Burvee
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Appendix G –Testing Data
Top speed test (MPH)
Trial #

First Charge

Second Charge

1
2
3
4
5

30.8
27.5
29.8
31.7
32.4

30.2
25.1
33.4
31.5
30.9

Average Top speed
Top Speed

30.92
33.8

Motor Temp Test (Degrees F)
Trial #
1
2
3

Temp
125
130
128

Average Temp
Highest temp

127.6666667
130

Static torque holding: PASSED
Diff test: PASSED

Third
Charge
27.4
33.8
33.1
32.5
33.7
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Appendix J
Walter Lackey
1002 N. Chamith Ln. Ellensburg WA, 98926
253-221-5994
OBJECTIVE: design engineering position for snowboarding or snowboard related equipment.
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN EXPERIENCE:
Bachelors of science in Mechanical Engineering Technologies.
Proficient in Rhino, AutoCAD, and Solidworks programs.
Graphic designer for Dashboards skimboard company.
ON SNOW RELATED EXPERIENCE:
12 seasons of snowboard experience.
6 seasons of snowboard instructing.
AASI level 2 certified.
Through understanding of all aspects relating to snowboard and snowboard equipment performance.
Vast knowledge of current snowboard equipment design and functionality.
EDUCATION:
Universal Technical Institute (UTI) – Sacramento, CA for automotive technology. 2010
Central Washington University- Ellensburg WA
B.S. in Mechanical engineering technology. 2017
EMPLOYMENT:
11/06 – 3/07
Crystal Mt, WA
11/07 – 3/08

Crystal Mountain Snow School

Crystal Mountain Snow School

Instructor’s assistant

Snowboard Instructor

Crystal Mt, WA

11/08 – 3/09
Crystal Mt, WA

Crystal Mountain Snow School

11/09 – 4/10
Truckee, CA

Soda Springs Mt Resort

Parking Attendant

4/11 – 9/12
WA

Larson Mercedes Benz of Tacoma

Automotive technician

11/13-3/14
Snoqualmie, WA

Summit at Snoqualmie

6/14 – 8/14
AK

Sandelin Fisheries

11/14-3/15
Snoqualmie, WA

Summit at Snoqualmie

5/15 - present
WA

Wild Water River Guides

REFERENCES: available upon request

Snowboard Instructor

Tacoma,

Snowboard Instructor

Deck Hand

Valdez,

Snowboard Instructor

Raft guide

Peshastin,

